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FLOWER SEASON 
 JUNE-OCTOBER

Tools you will need: 
Sharp cutting pruners or shears

Harvesting vase, can or any

container that holds water.

Sunscreen

Hat

Non open-toed shoes

Bucket to transport your flowers

home with you.

Tips:
Best time to cut flowers is  early

in the morning or late in the

afternoons.

 

Once you cut your flowers
allow them to rest and hydrate
an hour before arranging them.

 
Always keep your flowers in
clean water by changing your
water every every-other day.

 
Vase life 7-10 days

FRESH

FLOWERS

Harvesting

To learn more about our C.S.A. Farm Box
visit our website



Cutting flowers
Look for blooms that have just opened. 

Look at the plant. Is it a single stem flower, meaning

there is only one flower per plant or are there

branches off the main stem where other flowers will

bloom? 

 

If it's a single stem the plant it will only produce 1

flower per plant. Cut the flower stem to the height

you want.

 

If the plant is branching look for the area above 2

leaves below the bloom and cut stem there. This will

allow for a new flower bud to grow on the plant. 

 

Remember the container you will be arranging your

fresh flowers in. So don't focus so much on stem

length when your are harvesting they don't all need to

be the same length to make a gorgeous floral display.

 

Once you cut the bloom put it right into the harvest

container of water.

 

 

Tips for arranging your

fresh cut flowers
Adding  greener to your bouquet moves the eye

through the arrangement.

 

Uses primary flowers in odd numbers and at

different heights in your vase.

 

Fan out your flower in your vase . Don't over crowd

or clump your flowers all together. 

 

Use interesting additions like twigs, berry branches

or ornamental grasses to your arrangements.

 

Add fresh aromatic herbs for even more scent. 

 

Experiment with arranging your flowers.  Allow

your creativity to flow.  

 

Remember these are fresh cut organic field flowers shake

the flower gentle outside to remove any buggies that may

try and hitch a ride home with you. 
 


